
Dimitris Zeritis 
 
PROFILE 

 Proven communication skills demonstrated while delivering presentations at Coca Cola HBC 

 Excellent team working skills displayed during group projects 

 Strong analytical & problem solving skills (GMAT score: 700, 90th percentile) 
 

EDUCATION 
10/14-9/15 Imperial College London 
 MSc in Strategic Marketing 
 Scholarship from the George and Victoria Karelias Foundation 
 Grade: “Merit” 
 
9/07-9/11 Athens University of Economics and Business 

      BSc in Management Science and Technology 
   Grade: 8.89/10 (“Excellent”, Top 4%) 
 

9/95-6/07 Hellenic American Educational Foundation 
 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
10/15-Now Zeritis Group (Greece, Hungary, Bulgaria, Egypt) 
 Co-Head of Business Development 

 Created a corporate structure and online identity for the family business. Recruited high caliber 
executives to improve the companies capabilities and support local management 

 Restructured the legal, accounting and audit functions of the Hungarian operation, collected 
60.000 € debt from a defaulting tenant and increased the occupancy rate from 20% to 40% 

 Signed a 1 million € contract under a 5 year lease with a Greek retailer and settled outside the 
courts a 4 year legal case with a multinational retailer 
 

6/13-7/14 Coca Cola HBC (Greece) 
 Commercial Graduate Trainee 

 Collected sales ledgers from customers that had received coupons and analyzed the impact of 
coupons on sales, activation and distribution. Located customer types where coupon 
investment was more effective 

 Executed 36 interviews with wholesalers and indirect customers for the annual customer 
satisfaction survey. Proceeded with data analysis. Insights were presented and reincorporated 
within management’s action plan for improving customer satisfaction 

 Defined and analyzed product availability drivers, located areas for improvement and proposed 
actions for out of stock reduction 

 
9/11-6/12 Military Service 
 
3/11-5/11 PZ Cussons: Minerva Oil Company (Greece)      

Marketing Intern 

 Conducted market research via monitoring Nielsen data, gathered consumer insights via focus 
groups, checked price parity with main competitor via price collections, prepared internal 
marketing videos for the sales and manufacturing teams 

6/07-6/10 Thrace Paper Mills (Greece)     
 Intern (Part time) 

 Delivered an SKU rationalization and rebranding proposal. The product portfolio (toilet rolls, 
kitchen towels, napkins, handkerchiefs) was reduced from 180 to 60. Gross profit margin was 
increased by 2% and inventory was reduced by 60% 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
LANGUAGES, IT SKILLS, ACHIEVEMENTS AND INTERESTS 

 Greek (Native), English (Fluent-Michigan Proficiency), French (Conversational-DELF 1) 

 Microsoft Office, Java, SQL Server, HTML 

 Publication in Astrolavos Journal: Traditional and online sales methods in the book sector 

 Sports: Basketball and Kick boxing 


